We show that the compressed word problem in a finitely-generated fully residually free group (F-group) is decidable in polynomial time, and use the result to show that the word problem in the automorphism group of such a group is decidable in polynomial time.
Preliminaries
The word problem for a finitely presented group G = X | R asks, given a word w over the alphabet X ∪ X −1 , whether w represents the identity element of G. Being proposed for study by Dehn in 1911, decidabliliy of the word problem for particular groups and classes of groups was main focus, without regard to efficiency of the proposed algorithm. Once computational complexity became of interest, time complexity of word problems was considered and has been studied in many classes of groups. One such word problem was in the automorphism group of a finite rank free group. The problem reduces, with an exponential increase in size, to the word problem in the underlying free group. Schleimer has shown ( [Sch08] ) that one can encode the exponential expansion using Plandowski's techinque of compressed words and, using an algorithm for comparing compressed words ( [Pla94] ), obtain a polynomial time algorithm.
We use the same strategy to obtain a polynomial time algorithm for the word problem in the automorphism group of a finitely-generated fully residually free group.
The compressed word problem
A straight-line program (SLP) is a tuple = (X, A, A n , P) consisting of a finite alphabet A = {A n , . . . , A 1 } of non-terminal symbols, a finite alphabet X of terminal symbols, a root non-terminal A n ∈ A, and a set of productions P = {A i → W i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} where W i ∈ {A j A k | 1 ≤ j, k < i} ∪ X ∪ {φ}, with φ representing the empty word. We 'run' the program by starting with the word A n and replacing each non-terminal A i by W i and continuing to do so until only terminal symbols remain. The condition 1 ≤ j, k < i ensures that the program terminates. The resulting word is denoted w , and we also denote by w Ai the result of running the same program starting with A i instead of the root A n .
(and, abusing language, w ) is also called a compressed word over X. See [Sch08] for examples of compressed words and basic results, including relaxing the condition |W i | = 2.
The production tree associated with a non-terminal A m is the rooted binary tree with root labelled A m and where vertex A i has children as follows: if A i → A j A k then A i has left child A j and right child A k , if A i → x (where x ∈ X) then A i has a single child labelled x, and if A i → φ then A i has a single child labelled by the empty word φ. Notice that w Am is the word appearing at the leaves of the production tree. We say that A m produces or encodes w Am .
Let the size | | of an SLP be the number n of non-terminal symbols. Note that the number of bits required to write down is O(n log 2 n) (the factor of log 2 n appears in writing down the non-terminal symbols A i ). An SLP with n non-terminal symbols can encode a word w A of length 2 n . Any algorithm that takes as input a word over the alphabet X can of course be used on compressed words over X by simply running the algorithm on w , but this converts a time f (n) algorithm to one that runs in time O(f (2 | | )). The goal then is to write algorithms that work directly with the SLP without expanding .
In this paper we consider the compressed word problem for finitely-generated fully residually free groups. For an alphabet X let X −1 be the set of symbols {x −1 | x ∈ X} and set X ± = X ∪X −1 . If G is a group presented by G = X | R the compressed word problem asks to decide, given a compressed word over X ± , whether w represents the identity element of G. We will use the result of Lohrey [Loh04] that solves the compressed word problem for free groups in polynomial time:
Lemma 1 (Lohrey). There is a polynomial-time algorithm that, given a straightline program over the alphabet X ± , decides whether w = 1 in the free group on X.
Lohrey's result relies on the fundamental result of Plandowski [Pla94] :
Lemma 2 (Plandowski's Algorithm). There is a polynomial-time algorthim that, given straight-line programs and over X, decides if w A = w B (as words in the free monoid over X).
A nice description of both results and their proofs in given in [Sch08] .
1.2 Fully residually free groups and Lyndon's group F [t] Definition 3. A group G is fully residually free if for every finite collection g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g n if elements of G there exists a free group F and an homomorphism ϕ : G → F such that ϕ(g i ) = 1 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n. We refer to finitelygenerated fully residually free groups as F -groups (they are also known as limit groups).
The first example of a non-free F -group was Lyndon's group F [t] , introduced in [Lyn60] . F -groups are now known to be precisely the finitely-generated subgroups of F [t] ( [KM98] ). We give a brief description of F [t] , following [MR96] and [MRS05] . The construction will be necessary for solving the word problem.
For a group G let R(G) = {u i | i ∈ I} be a set of representatives of generators of all proper cyclic centralizers of G, with indexing set I. That is, every centralizer which is cyclic is conjugate to some C G (u i ) = u i , and no two elements of R(G) are conjugate. Then the extension of (all) cyclic centralizers of G is the HNN-extension
(1) Let F be a free group. The Lyndon group F [t] is (isomorphic to) the direct limit (i.e. union) of the infinite chain of groups
where F i+1 is obtained from F i by extension of all cyclic centralizers. Lyndon showed that F [t] is fully residually free [Lyn60] , hence so are all its subgroups. Elements of F [t] can be represented as words in the HNN-extension (1), but also by infinite words, introduced in [MRS05] (Lyndon used a third representation as parametric words). Consider [t] as an ordered abelian group via the right lexicographic order induced by the direct sum decomposition
with α ≥ 1. The element α is called the length of w, denoted l(w). If l(w) ∈ then w is said to have finite length. An infinite word is reduced if w(β + 1) = w(β) −1 for all 1 ≤ β < l(w). Concatenation of two [t] -words v, w produces a [t]-word with length l(v) + l(w),
The concatenation vw is a reduced word if and only if v(|v|) = w(1) −1 . In this case we write v • w instead of vw and note that l(v • w) = l(v) + l(w).
Let R( [t] , X) denote the set of reduced words and define a partial multi-
, X) and we define the product u * v by
Certain subsets of R(A, X) form groups under the multiplication * . In particular, [MRS05] presents F [t] as one such subset, formed from the union of a chain
where H 0 is the set of all 'finite words', i.e. [t] -words w with l(w) ∈ , and
Each H i has a Lyndon's set R Hi = {µ i | i ∈ I} which corresponds to the set of representatives of cyclic centralizers R Fi . An isomorphism φ from the HNN-extension representation of F [t] to the infinite words representation is given inductively. Suppose φ n−1 : F n−1 → H n−1 has been defined (φ 0 is the identity map). Then φ n , which need only be defined on the new letters t i,j , is given by
For every h ∈ H n−1 and α ∈ [t] the exponentiation h α of h by α is defined (see [MRS05] ), and lies in H n−1 when α ∈ and in H n otherwise. The exponentiation operation makes F [t] into an exponential group in the sense of [MR96] .
The length function l :
≃ ∞ which satisfies the properties of a regular free Lyndon length function. That is, l satisfies the following axioms:
where c p (x, y) = 1 2 (l(x) + l(y) − l(x −1 y)) ('the length of the maximum common prefix') and • is defined by
For F [t] , c p (x, y) is precisely the element δ(x, y) defined earlier. We also define c s (x, y) = c p (x −1 , y −1 ) ('common suffix length'). If w is a word over the generating set of G n then in addition to its Lyndon length l(w) it has length as a word (i.e. number of characters) which we denote by |w|.
Example 4 (A Lyndon length function). Let F = F (a, b) be the free group on generators a, b. We will construct a Lyndon length function l : G → 2 on the extension of centralizers G = a, b, t | [ab, t] = 1 . For the construction in a more general setting and for proof, refer to [KM05] and [MRS05] . Let w be a word over G. First, write w in reduced form as an element of the HNN-extension, i.e.
where ǫ i = sgn(α i ). Observe that there exists a positive integer m 0 such that for any m > m 0 , l 1 (w, m 0 ) = l 1 (w, m) (in particular, m 0 = |w| will suffice). Then set the Lyndon length of w to be
For example, the word w = a(ab) 11 t −1 aaba −1 t (which is in reduced form as written) has word length |w| = 29. For its Lyndon length, use m = 30 and compute
Hence w has Lyndon length l(w) = (−21, 2).
Every F -group G is known to embed into F [t] , and the embedding is effective ( [KM98] ). Since G is finitely-generated, G embeds in some finitelygenerated subgroup Γ n of some H n of (3), and Γ n can be obtained by a sequence of finite-rank extensions of finitely-many centralizers,
where Γ k < G k and there are elements {u 1 , . . . ,
Denote by X k the generating set of Γ k such that X 0 is a generating set of F and X k+1 = X k ∪ T k .
2 The compressed word problem in F -groups
In this section we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5. Let G be a finitely-generated fully residually free group. Then there is an algorithm that decides the compressed word problem for G in polynomial time.
Since G embeds (effectively) in some Γ n , it suffices to give a polynomial time algorithm for the compressed word problem in Γ n .
Normal forms
We will need normal forms for elements of Γ n . We use a normal form defined by [MRS05] for the infinite words representation of F [t] and translate it to a normal form for Γ n .
For w, v ∈ F [t] with l(v) ≤ l(w) we say that v is a prefix (resp. suffix) of w if c p (w, v) = l(v). (resp. c s (w, v) = l(v)). For a sequence of infinite words ρ = (h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h m ) with h i ∈ H n let ω(ρ) = h 1 * h 2 * · · · * h m (we will only consider p where ω(ρ) is defined). A normal form in H n is a sequence
Lemma 6 ([MRS05]
). For every element h ∈ H n there is a unique normal form ρ such that ω(ρ) = h.
We define the corresponding normal form in Γ n recursively. Note that Γ n has a Lyndon length function l : Γ n → k (for some k < ∞) induced from F [t] , and so c p and c s are defined. For a = (a 0 , a 1 , . . .) ∈ [t] let σ(a) = sgn(a d ) where d = deg(a). A word w over X ± 0 is written in normal form if it is freely reduced. A word w over X ± n is in normal form if w is written as
where
−σ(αj ) ij ) = 0 and if j < s then c s (g j , u −σ(αj ) ij ) = 0, (IV) for each j, g j is a word over X ± n−1 written in normal form. Note that (III) implies that for any integers q j = 0 with sgn(q j ) = σ(α j ) we have
Theorem 7. Every element of Γ n is represented by a unique word in normal form.
Proof. The isomorphism φ n : F n → H n gives, for a word w written as in (6),
where α j + p j is interpreted here as its corresponding polynomial α jη(ij ) t ηi j + . . . + α j1 t + p j in [t] . If w is written in normal form then
is a normal form in H n . Indeed, properties (i) and (I) clearly correspond as do (ii) and (II). For (iii) and (III), observe that for any h ∈ H n , µ ∈ R Hn , and α ∈ [t] we have
For any element w ∈ Γ n , a normal form in for φ n (w) in H n gives a word in normal form, excepting property (IV), representing w, in the same manner as above. Property (IV) follows by induction using normal forms in H n−1 .
Example 8 (Normal forms). Consider again the word w = a(ab) 11 t −1 aaba −1 t from Example 4. Let u = (ab) (m,n) denote the infinite 2 -word of length (m, n) satisfying
Similarly define (b −1 a −1 ) (m,n) . We view a finite word v as a 2 -word of length (|v|, 0). As an infinite word, w is represented by the product
The normal form for w in the infinite words representation is
and the normal form in the HNN-extension representation is
Algorithm for the compressed word problem
We solve the (non-compressed) word problem in Γ n by reducing to the word problem in F , then apply the reduction to compressed words and use Lemma 1 to solve the compressed word problem in F .
Definition 9. For m ∈ AE, define a homomorphism ϕ (n,m) : Γ n → Γ n−1 by setting ϕ (n,m) to be the identity on Γ n−1 and ϕ (n,m) (t ij ) = u
for every i, j, p.
Let w be a word over
For m ∈ AE define a sequence of n constants m i by m n = m and
and a homomorphism Φ (n,m) : Γ n → F by the composition Φ (n,m) = ϕ (1,m1) ϕ (2,m2) · · · ϕ (n,mn) . If m > |w| then m i−1 is an upper bound on the length of ϕ (i,mi) · · · ϕ (n,mn) (w), as we see in the following theorem. The theorem reduces the word problem in Γ n to the word problem in F .
Theorem 10. Let Γ n be obtained by a sequence of extensions of centralizers as in (4) and w a word over X ± n . Then for any m > |w|,
Proof. Since Φ (n,m) is a homomorphism, if w = 1 in Γ n then Φ (n,m) (w) = 1 in F . It remains to show that for any m > |w|,
We proceed by induction on n. Letting ϕ (0,m) : F → F be the identity map, the base case n = 0 clearly holds. Assume that w = 1 in Γ n . If t ǫ ij does not appear in w for all t ij ∈ T n , ǫ = ±1, then w ∈ Γ n−1 so Φ (n,m) (w) = Φ (n−1,mn−1) (w). Since m n−1 > m n > |w| the induction assumption applies so Φ (n,m) (w) = 1 in F . Now assume that t ǫ ij appears in w for at least one t ij ∈ T n . Write w in normal form
We want a lower bound of the magnitude of the exponent of u i . Since |a s | < |w| + 1 ≤ m for all s, we have that
with M j + p j = 0 (since |p j | < m) and sgn(M j + p j ) = σ(a). Since ϕ (n,m) is the identity on Γ n−1 we have, using property (III) of normal forms,
In particular, l(ϕ (n,m) (w)) ≥ l(u M1+p1 ) > 0 hence ϕ (n,m) (w) = 1 in Γ n−1 . We have Φ (n,m) (w) = Φ (n−1,mn−1) (ϕ (n,m) (w)) and we can apply induction since m n−1 is large enough. Indeed, in the worst case w = t |w| ij where |u i | = L and j = N − 1 making
We now can solve the word problem in Γ n by, setting m = |w| + 1, checking if Φ (n,m) (w) is trivial in F . Notice that the bound on the length of Φ (n,m) (w) is given by
We use this reduction to solve the compressed word problem in Γ n .
Theorem 11. Let Γ n be a group obtained from a free group by a finite sequence of finite extensions of centralizers as in (4). There is an algorithm that decides the compressed word problem for Γ n in polynomial time.
Proof. Let be a compressed word over X ± n . For any word w and any q ∈ we can write a straight-line program, W q , of size 2|w| + log 2 (|q|) producing w q . Indeed, the root production is W q → W q/2 W q/2 , where W q/2 produces w q/2 , and we continue by induction (make the appropriate changes when q is odd). Note that we can obtain the program W 1 , which produces w and has size 2|w|, by succesively dividing w in half. Consequently, we can write for each u i ∈ R(Γ n ) an SLP with root U . Notice that w n = ϕ (n,m) (w n ). Repeat this replacement process for n to produce n−1 and continue until we get 1 , which is an SLP producing Φ (n,m) (w ). By Theorem 10, w 1 = 1 in F if and only if w = 1 in Γ n so we now apply Lohrey's algorithm (Lemma 1) to 1 .
We need to show that the size of 1 is polynomial (in fact, linear) in the size of . Each new non-terminal U q i at level k adds
new non-terminals. In total, the number of new non-terminals is bounded by
Noting that L, M, n are constants (i.e. they depend of Γ n , not on w) we have that the number of new non-terminals is in
Therefore | 1 | ∈ O(| |) and since Lohrey's algorithm runs in polynomial time we have a polynomial time algorithm for the compressed word problem in Γ n .
Word problem in the automorhpism group
In [Sch08], Schleimer uses a polynomial time algorithm for the compressed word problem in a free group to produce a polynomial time algorithm for the word problem in its automorphism group. We apply the same methods to F -groups.
Theorem 12. Let G be a finitely generated fully residually free group. Then the word problem for Aut(G) is decidable in polynomial time.
The theorem follows from Theorem 5 and known results. We collect and summarize the relevant results. The main idea is that the word problem in Aut(G) reduces to the compressed word problem in G:
Lemma 13 (Proposition 2 of [LS07] ). Let G be a finitely-generated group and H a finitely-generated subgroup of Aut(G). Then the word problem in H reduces in logarithmic space to the compressed word problem in G.
To construct the reduction, one needs that the generators of H are described by their action on generators of G. That is, if G = g 1 , . . . , g n then each φ i ∈ H must be given by
where w ij (g 1 , . . . , g n ) is a word over {g 1 . . . , g n } ±1 . Now suppose H = φ 1 , . . . , φ k and we want to decide if the word φ i1 . . . φ im represents the trivial element of H. Build a set of non-terminals {A j,p , A j,p }, where j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and p ∈ {1, . . . , m}, with productions
where w ipj (A 1,p−1 , . . . , A n,p−1 ) is the word w ipj with every instance of g i replaced by A i,p−1 and of g
by A i,p−1 . One sees that w(A j,m ) = φ i1 . . . φ im (g j ). Then the word problem in H reduces to checking that w(A j,m ) = g j for all j, i.e. we reduce to n instances of the compressed word problem in G.
To prove Theorem 12 then, it suffices to show that Aut(G) is finitelygenerated and that every generator can be described as in (7).
First, consider the case when G is freely indecomposable. The structure of the automorphism group of such G has been described in [BKM07] using an Abelian JSJ-decomposition of G. It follows from the results in §5 of that paper that Aut(G) is finitely-generated and the automorphisms can be described as in (7). Note that constructing an Abelian JSJ-decomposition of an F -group is effective (Theorem 13.1 of [KM05] ).
For the general case, let G be any F -group. Then G has a Grushko's decomposition
where the G i are freely indecomposable non-cyclic groups and F r is a free group of rank r. This decomposition is unique in the sense that any other such decomposition has the same k and r and its freely indecompasable non-cyclic factors are conjugated in G to the factors G 1 , . . . , G k . One can effectively find a Grushko decomposition for F -groups [KM05] . The automorphism group of a free product has been described by FouxeRabinovitch and Gilbert [Gil87] . Aut(G) is generated by the following automorphisms.
(i) Permutation automorphisms. For each pair of isomorphic factors G i ≃ G j , fix an automorhism φ ij . Choose φ ij such that the collection is compatible, that is if G i ≃ G j and G j ≃ G k then φ ik = φ jk φ ij .
(ii) Factor automorphisms. Each automorphism of G i and of F r induces an automorphism of G by acting as the identity on all other factors. Any product of such automorphisms is called a factor automorphism.
(iii) Whitehead automorhpisms. Let S be a basis of F r . An automorhpism of G is a Whitehead automorphism if there is an x in some G i or in S such that each factor G j is conjugated by x of fixed pointwise, and each s ∈ S is sent to one of s, sx, x −1 s, x −1 sx.
It follows from Theorem 4.13 of [BKM07] that we can construct a compatible set of permutation automorphisms. Since each G i is freely indecomposable we can construct a finite generating set for Aut(G i ). The automorphism group of a free group F (x 1 , . . . , x r ) is well-known to be finitely generated by the Nielsen automorphisms,
Consequently, the factor automorphisms are finitely-generated. Since each G i (and F r ) is finitely generated, the set of Whitehead automorphisms is finitely generated. Therefore we have proven the following lemma, which completes the proof of Theorem 12:
Lemma 14. Let G be an F -group. Then Aut(G) is finitely generated and one can construct an generating set in the form (7).
